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Key Takeaways:

• Venture capital is an important driver of returns for leading endowments. Accessing venture capital 
managers that are likely to outperform takes time, networks, and expertise which create significant 
barriers to entry for individuals and small investors.     

• Investing on behalf of mission-driven organizations has resonated with the venture capital community.  
The top managers often have a stable group of existing investors, and are only willing to add new 
investors if they support values-aligned missions. At Global Endowment Management (GEM), our clients 
are a key differentiating aspect in this regard and something we are proud the investment community 
recognizes.

• Selection is critical: Top quartile venture capital firms have added at least 14% above the S&P 500®, 
but the median fund has beaten the S&P by merely 2%.i 
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Venture Allocations Driving Endowment Portfolios

There is an old saying in the investment business—  
size is the enemy of returns. However, that has 
certainly not been true for endowments. As of 
fiscal year 2021, the 20-year average return for an 
endowment over $1 billion was 8.0% annualized, 
compared to 5.9% for endowments less than 
$1 billion.ii We believe the key contributor to 
this performance gap is the fact that larger 
endowments can allocate a larger percentage to 
higher risk and more illiquid asset classes like venture 
capital. The average allocation to venture capital 
for endowments over $1 billion in 2021 was 13.4%, 
compared to less than 5% for endowments with less 
than $1 billion.ii Venture capital is not an asset class 
for the uninitiated. Larger endowments can typically 
afford to dedicate the time, resources, and staff 
required to build out a venture capital portfolio over 
decades. This  focused effort has generated the results 
shown in Chart 1, where the performance of larger 

History of Venture Capital
Venture capital is typically defined as a form of private equity investment provided to early-stage companies 
with high growth-potential. In its earliest days, venture capital was an asset class only for wealthy individuals.iii 

Then, during World War II, the US government initiated funding for researchers in academia when it became 
clear that the US was falling behind their adversaries in war-time technological innovations, like radar technology.
iii East coast universities like Harvard, MIT, and Columbia all benefitted from these public funds and founded 
laboratories to attract researchers from across the country, establishing a tenured relationship and comfort with 
research and innovation.iii Soon after the war ended, the former head of Harvard’s Radio Research Laboratory 
returned to his alma mater at Stanford as Dean of the School of Engineering, and spearheaded the creation of 
Stanford Industrial Park (now known as Stanford Research Park), a cornerstone for Silicon Valley and a mecca for 
venture capital activity.iv, v Thus, venture capital owes its founding and roots to large universities, and those same 
universities became the earliest institutional investors in venture capital funds. Venture capital as an asset class 
has been an increasingly important component of endowment portfolios ever since, as institutions have sought 
additional exposure to alternative asset classes with the potential to generate returns in excess of public markets.vi 

  

endowments with higher venture capital allocations 
was meaningfully  better than smaller endowments.ii 

While this data represents precisely one year, itshows 
just how meaningful manager selection can be. In 
order to fully appreciate the competitive advantage 
that large endowments hold in the venture capital 
universe, it’s important to understand the history. 

Venture capital as an asset class is an increasingly 
important component of endowment portfolios. 

NACUBO Venture Capital Performance by Size

Chart 1 ii
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Why Invest in Venture Capital

Venture capital offers access to investment opportunities generally unavailable in the public markets. We have 
observed that many technology companies are waiting longer to go public due to private funding’s abundance, 
which means that greater value is being transferred from public market investors to each company’s earliest 
backers: venture capitalists. Having access to these opportunities is a crucial component in generating excess 
returns over the long term. Historically, top performing venture capital opportunities have outperformed the 
public markets by a meaningful margin.i However, there is wide dispersion in venture capital returns, and the 
median fund has added merely 2% annualized over the S&P 500 from 1990-2018, not properly compensating 
investors for the additional risk and illiquidity associated with venture investing.i Many third and fourth quartile 
firms have detracted value relative to public investment alternatives, but top quartile firms have added at least 
14% above the S&P 500 during the same period.i   

Chart  2 i
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Chart  3 i

Historically, top performing venture capital opportunities have 
outperformed the public markets by a meaningful margin.i
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Power Law and Persistence

Wide dispersion in return outcomes exists because 
venture capital follows a power law distribution 
curve, meaning a small percentage of the firms 
account for a large percentage of the value created. 
This phenomenon makes sense when we consider 
that underlying venture capital-backed companies 
follow the same power distribution curve. For 
example, Uber—the market leader in ride-sharing— 
had a market cap of approximately $63 billion as of 
June 30, 2022. Lyft, the second largest player, had a 
market cap of approximately $7 billion on the same 
date. And the third largest US player is unknown 
to us and likely unrecognized by the vast majority 
of ride-share users. In Chart 4, we show that 15% 
of venture capital funds accounted for 80% of all 
gains over more than two decades.vii Practically 
speaking, as an endowment investor, this means 
that there are a limited number of opportunities to 
identify and invest in one of the funds that will drive 
outsized returns. 

Power Law Distribution in Venture Capital

Chart 4 vii  
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Furthermore, venture capital is an asset class that 
demonstrates persistence in returns from one 
fund to the next. In November 2020, Steve Kaplan, 
a tenured professor and research associate at the 
National Bureau of Economic Research, updated his 
previously-published white paper that studied the 
persistence of returns by venture capital managers. 
The study proves that persistence exists in successive 
fund performance for a given manager over time.viii  

Stated simply: A manager that outperforms once is 
more likely to do so again in future funds. 

Because venture capital funds can take a while to 
develop and mature, the ultimate performance of 
a prior fund is often unknown to potential investors 
in the next fund at the time they are conducting 
their due diligence. Kaplan demonstrates that 
persistence exists even when only using the limited 
information available on prior funds at the time 
investors are typically asked to make a commitment 
to a new fund.

So not only are there a limited number of firms driving 
most capital gains, but those firms are well-known 
by LPs, leading investors to compete for access to 
the same groups. The combination of these two 
headwinds leads us to believe that venture capital is 
an asset class that should only be undertaken by those 
with the ability to invest in cultivating relationships 
in the space. In our experience, building a successful 
venture portfolio is a multi-year endeavor requiring 
dedicated resources and long-term commitment.

Building a successful venture 

portfolio is a multi-year endeavor 

requiring dedicated resources

and long-term commitment.
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The Key to Access

Since GEM’s inception, we have had the opportunity to work with venture capital managers we believe are 
some of the best and brightest in the industry. In that time, we’ve learned that not only is it critical to build the 
infrastructure required to establish deep roots in the space, it is also important that the investors we represent are 
funding important missions and causes. We have gained access to some managers through sheer persistence, 
spending countless hours pounding the pavement and building authentic relationships with individuals who 
have ultimately advocated for us during their fundraising. However, there are times that it’s actually our clients 
and their missions that have given us an edge in accessing these elite managers. Our clients and the causes they 
represent have resonated in the venture community where many practitioners are not just interested in wealth 
generation, they are excited to partner with a firm like ours because what we do makes a genuine difference for 
our clients and their constituents.

For example, Y Combinator (YC) accepted GEM’s commitment in 2020 following a multi-year effort to 
build relationships with their partners during which we shared details about our clients and stories of 
the missions they serve. We believe YC is the preeminent incubator platform for aspiring technology 
founders in the US and abroad. YC built its reputation by seeding some iconic companies that are 
widely-recognized today, including Stripe, Airbnb, and Coinbase. Their success has continued into 
recent years with the seeding of rising stars like Faire, Brex, and Rippling. We believe YC has created a 
sustainable moat around their brand in the incubator space and are excited to support them through 
commitments to their platform.

Global Endowment Management (GEM) is a leading Outsourced Chief Investment Office 

(OCIO) providing institutional investment capabilities for endowments, foundations, 

and other long-term investors. For over fifteen years GEM has stewarded the financial 

assets of our clients to enable them to fulfill their missions. GEM’s history is deeply 

rooted in endowment-style investing, with today’s approach modernized to offer custom 

solutions tailored to each client’s unique investment needs. For more information visit 

www.globalendowment.com.

We believe that venture capital is an essential component of an endowment portfolio that—

when approached with a long-term mindset and dedicated resources—has the potential to 

generate outsized returns relative to other public and private equity alternatives. 

About Global Endowment Management
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https://www.globalendowment.com/
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Important Notes

The enclosed materials are being provided by Global Endowment Management, LP (“GEM”) for informational and discussion purposes only 
and do not constitute investment advice, or a recommendation, or an offer or solicitation, and are not the basis for any contract to purchase 
or sell any security, or other instrument, or for GEM to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information 
contained herein. 

Unless otherwise noted, any opinions expressed herein are based on GEM’s analysis, assumptions and data interpretations. We cannot 
guarantee the accuracy of this information, and it should not be relied upon as fact. GEM does not accept any responsibility or liability arising 
from the use of the presentation. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is being given or made that the information presented 
herein is accurate or complete, and such information is at all times subject to change without notice.

GEM reserves the right to modify its current investment strategies, exposures and techniques based on changing market dynamics or client 
needs.

Market-related data included in charts and graphs is sourced from various public, private and internal sources including, but not exclusively: 
Bloomberg and similar market data sources, central banks, government and international economic data bureaus, private index providers, 
bond rating agencies, industry trade groups and subscription services. The third-party sources of information used in this report are believed 
to be reliable. GEM has not independently verified all of the information and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed.

References to specific securities and case studies are for illustrative and discussion purposes only and do not constitute investment 
recommendations.

This presentation may include forecasts, projections, or other predictive statements based on currently available information. Historical data 
and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. Actual performance 
results may differ from those presented. No guarantee is presented or implied as to the accuracy of specific forecasts, projections or predictive 
statements contained herein.

© 2022 GEM Intellectual Property Holdings, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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